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The E-Expert saddle is the flagship of the 
Equitec saddle line.

The E-Expert saddle is manufactured out of the finest 
Italian Calf hide combined with  exclusive Nordic leather 
used in the flaps and skirts to give an immediate broken 
in feel.

The E-Expert saddle is built around Equitec´s newly de-
veloped saddle tree, E-futureflex, with  a specially designed 
low head and shortened side rails to allow optimised fitting 
to Icelandic horses. E-futureflex is a traditional saddle tree 
build in beech wood laminate veneers for strength, and 
moulded together under a vacuum laminate press. The tree 
is short so the saddle has a contact area that is only 42 cm 
long for 17” seat. This short contact area makes the saddle 
fit perfectly for the short back of the Icelandic horse.

The E-Expert saddles are made with anatomically right 
developed hybrid  panels of natural wool flock with a layer 
of neoprene around them. The neoprene  keeps moisture 
away from the wool  to ensure that the panels keep their 
shape and function for as long as possible. The panels are 
constructed using shock absorbing  technology proven to 
dissipate pressure over the horses back.

The anatomic panels distribute the riders weight in the 
best possible way evenly over the horses back. The panels 
are filled in a special way to keep the horses movements 
around the shoulders as free as possible.

Specifications for the Equitec E-Expert saddle:
 * Newly developed extra wide anatomic saddle pads that 

protect the horse in the best possible way, filled with 
wool and covered with neoprene. The neoprene  keeps 
moisture away from the wool  to ensure that the panels 
keep their shape and function for as long as possible

 * Specially developed seat and kneepads give the rider 
optimal support and position in the saddle. The extra 
wide seat and the narrow twist give a really comfortable 
feeling for the rider, the wide seat gives really good 
support to the hips and the narrow twist helps the rider 
to get as close to the horse as possible.

 * Extra filling of latex in the seat and kneepads to give 
great soft feeling. 

 * Manufactured out of the finest Italian Calf hide in the 
soft latex seat and pad combined with exclusive Nordic 
leather used in the flaps and skirts to give an immediate 
broken in feel 

 * E-futureflex saddle tree laminate with special synthetic 
fibres.

 * Wide gullet to ensure that the horse has freedom he 
needs to move in the most comfortable way.

 * Very short contact area, only 42 cm long on a saddle 
with a 17” seat.

 * Width of the pommel can be changed between 28-32”

 * The E-Expert is available in size 16”,16.5”,17”,17.5” and 
18” (18” needs to be specially ordered).



Finest Italian Calf hide combined 

with exclusive Nordic leather used 

in the flaps and skirts to give an 

immediate broken in feel.

Equitec´s 
E-futureflex

Price  3.350,- € 

 Panels are constructed 

using shock absorbing 

technology proven to 

dissipate pressure over 

the horses back.
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Newly developed medium 

deep seat gives the correct 

position for the rider with 

optimal support.

Equtic´s 3 layer latex filling 

in the saddle pads gives a 

“air pillow” effect inside the 

pads for the optimal shock 

absorbing and distribution of 

weight over the horses back.

Equitec E-innoflex saddle tree

Price  2.400,- € 
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The E-Star saddle is handmade in great 
quality out of oiled  high quality German 
calf leather, beautiful saddle that lasts for 
many years.

E-Star has a medium deep seat that gives the rider perfect 
support and position in the saddle. 

The E-Star saddle is built around Equitec´s E-innoflex 
saddle tree, a saddle tree specially made for the Icelandic 
horse and tested for many years. E-innoflex is a polymid 
flexitree with synthetic fibres and specially developed 
feather steel that gives the tree a strong and flexible core 
that shapes it self perfectly around the horses back. The tree 
is short so the saddle has a contact area that is only 44 cm 
long for a 17” seat. This short contact area is essential for the 
short backs of the Icelandic horse.

The E-innoflex tree is made with an exchange system, so 
you can change the width of the saddle tree around the 
shoulders, there are 7 different widths (24-30) so you can 
always find the right with for your horse.

The E-Star has newly developed anatomic saddle pads that 
are made extra wide, with round smooth edges and free 
space for the shoulders. The new saddle pads are developed 
so the pads are free of bad pressure points that many horses 
suffer from.

Our new saddle pads distribute the riders weight evenly 
over the horses back.

Spesifications for the Equitec E-Star saddle:
 * Newly developed extra wide and anatomically fitted 

saddle pads that protect the horses back in the best pos-
sible way.

 * Equtic´s 3 layer latex filling in the saddle pads gives a “air 
pillow” effect inside the pads for the optimal shock ab-
sorbing and distribution of weight over the horses back.

 * Newly developed medium deep seat gives the correct 
position for the rider with optimal support.

 * The kneepads are made in soft latex to ensure the com-
fort and perfect support for the knees.

 * Oiled German high quality calf leather, gives a durable 
saddle with great look.

 * This saddle is a single flap that gives the rider a close 
contact feeling.

 * E-innoflex saddle tree with an exchange system so the 
rider can choose between 7 different widths so the tree 
fits their horse. 

 * Extra latex filling in the seat, kneepads and saddle flap 
for the optimal comfort for the rider.

 * Short contact area (44 cm for 17”) so the saddle is 
perfectly balanced over the short back of the Icelandic 
horse.

 * E-Star is available in size 16”,16.5”,17”,17.5” and 18” (18” 
needs to be specially ordered)
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The E-Lux saddle is handmade in great quality 
out of oiled  high quality German calf leather, 
beautiful saddle that lasts for many years.
E-Lux has a medium deep seat that gives the rider perfect 
support and position in the saddle.  

The E-Lux saddle is built around Equitec´s E-innoflex saddle 
tree, a saddle tree specially made for the Icelandic horse and 
tested for many years. E-innoflex is a polymid flexitree with 
synthetic fibres and specially developed feather steel that 
gives the tree a strong and flexible core that shapes it self 
perfectly around the horses back. The tree is short so the 
saddle has a contact area that is only 44 cm long for a 17” 
seat. This short contact area is essential for the short backs 
of the Icelandic horse.

The E-innoflex tree is made with an exchange system, so 
you can change the width of the saddle tree around the 
shoulders, there are 7 different widths (24-30) so you can 
always find the right with for your horse.

The E-Lux has newly developed anatomic saddle pads 
that are made extra wide, with round smooth edges and 
free space for the shoulders. Hybrid panels of natural wool 
flock and latex foam. We wanted to combine the fantastic 
shock absorbing qualities of the wool with the close contact 
feeling of the latex panels in these pads. 

The new saddle pads are developed so the pads are free of 
bad pressure points that many horses suffer from.
Our new saddle pads distribute the riders weight evenly 
over the horses back.

Spesifications for the Equitec E-Lux saddle:
 *  Newly developed extra wide and anatomically fitted 

saddle pads that protect the horses back in the best pos-
sible way.

 *  Hybrid panels of natural wool flock and latex foam.

 *  Newly developed medium deep seat gives the correct 
position for the rider with optimal support.

 * The kneepads are made in soft latex to ensure the com-
fort and perfect support for the knees.

 *  Oiled German high quality calf leather, gives a durable 
saddle with great look.

 *  This saddle is a double flap saddle.

 *  E-innoflex saddle tree with an exchange system so the 
rider can choose between 7 different widths so the tree 
fits their horse. 

 *  Extra latex filling in the seat, kneepads and saddle flap 
for the optimal comfort for the rider.

 *  Short contact area (44 cm for 17”) so the saddle is per-
fectly balanced over the short back of the Icelandic horse.

 *  E-Lux is available in size 16”,16.5”,17”,17.5” and 18” (18” 
needs to be specially ordered)
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Extra latex filling in the seat, 

kneepads and saddle flap for the 

optimal comfort for the rider.

Wide gullet to ensure that 

the horse has freedom he 

needs to move in the most 

comfortable way.

Equitec´s  E-futureflex

Price  2.140,- € 
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Comfort Lux Headband
DYBB035 Swarovski
                 Price 119.- €

Comfort Lux Headband
DYBB064
                 Price 66.- €

Comfort Lux Headband
DYBB046
                 Price 79.- €

See our whole collection at 
our website equitec.dk
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Short contact area 

(44 cm for 17”) so 

the saddle is perfectly 

balanced over the short 

back of the Icelandic 

horse.

The kneepads are made in soft latex 

to ensure the comfort and perfect 

support for the knees.

Price 2.000,- € 
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The E-Free saddle is handmade in great 
quality out of oiled  high quality German 
calf leather, beautiful saddle that lasts for 
many years.

E-Free has a deep seat and a narrow twist that gives the 
rider perfect support and position in the saddle, gives 
great support for seat bones and helps the rider get a close 
contact feeling with the horse.    

The E-Free saddle is built around Equitec´s E-innoflex 
saddle tree, a saddle tree specially made for the Icelandic 
horse and tested for many years. E-innoflex is a polymid 
flexitree with synthetic fibres and specially developed 
feather steel that gives the tree a strong and flexible core 
that shapes it self perfectly around the horses back. The 
tree is short so the saddle has a contact area that is only 44 
cm long for a 17” seat. This short contact area is essential 
for the short backs of the Icelandic horse.

The E-innoflex tree is made with an exchange system, so 
you can change the width of the saddle tree around the 
shoulders, there are 7 different widths (24-30) so you can 
always find the right with for your horse.

The E-Free has newly developed anatomic saddle pads 
that are made extra wide, with round smooth edges and 
free space for the shoulders. Hybrid panels of natural wool 
flock and latex foam. We wanted to combine the fantas-
tic shock absorbing qualities of the wool with the close 
contact feeling of the latex panels in these pads.
The new saddle pads are developed so the pads are free of 
bad pressure points that many horses suffer from.

Our new saddle pads distribute the riders weight evenly 
over the horses back.

Specifications for the Equitec E-Free saddle:
 * Newly developed extra wide and anatomically fitted 

saddle pads that protects the horses back in the best 
possible way.

 * Hybrid panels of natural wool flock and latex foam. 

 * Newly developed deep seat with narrow twist gives the 
correct position for the rider with optimal support.

 * The kneepads are made in soft latex to ensure the com-
fort and perfect support for the knees.

 * Oiled German high quality calf leather, gives a durable 
saddle with great look.

 * This saddle is a single flap saddle that gives the rider a 
close contact feeling.

 * E-innoflex saddle tree with an exchange system so the 
rider can choose between 7 different widths so the tree 
fits their horse. 

 * Extra latex filling in the seat, kneepads and saddle flap 
for the optimal comfort for the rider.

 * Short contact area (44 cm for 17”) so the saddle is 
perfectly balanced over the short back of the Icelandic 
horse.

 * E-Free is available in size 16”,16.5”,17”,17.5” and 18” 
(18” needs to be specially ordered)
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The E-Champ saddle is handmade in great 
quality out of oiled high quality German calf 
leather, beautiful saddle that lasts for many 
years.

E-Champ has a deep seat that gives the rider perfect sup-
port and position in the saddle. 

The E-Champ saddle is built around Equitec´s E-innoflex 
saddle tree, a saddle tree specially made for the Icelandic 
horse and tested for many years. E-innoflex is a polymid 
flexitree with synthetic fibres and specially developed feat-
her steel that gives the tree a strong and flexible core that 
shapes it self perfectly around the horses back. The tree is 
short so the saddle has a contact area that is only 44 cm long 
for a 17” seat. This short contact area is essential for the short 
backs of the Icelandic horse.

The E-innolfex tree is made with an exchange system, so 
you can change the width of the saddle tree around the 
shoulders, there are 7 different widths (24-30) so you can 
always find the right with for your horse.

The E-Champ has newly developed anatomic saddle pads 
that are made extra wide, with round smooth edges and free 
space for the shoulders. The new saddle pads are developed 
so the pads are free of bad pressure points that many horses 
suffer from.

Our new saddle pads distribute the riders weight evenly over 
the horses back.

Spesifications for the Equitec E-Champ saddle:
 * Newly developed extra wide and anatomically fitted 

saddle pads that protects the horses back in the best pos-
sible way.

 * Equtic´s 3 layer latex filling in the saddle pads gives an 
“air pillow” effect inside the pads for the optimal shock 
absorbing and distribution of weight over the horses 
back.

 * Newly developed deep seat gives the correct position for 
the rider with optimal support.

 * The kneepads are made in soft latex to ensure the comfort 
and perfect support for the knees.

 * Oiled German high quality calf leather, gives a durable 
saddle with great look.

 * This saddle is a double flap saddle.

 * E-innoflex saddle tree with an exchange system so the 
rider can choose between 7 different widths so the tree 
fits their horse. 

 * Extra latex filling in the seat, kneepads and saddle flap for 
the optimal comfort for the rider.

 * Short contact area (44 cm for 17”) so the saddle is per-
fectly balanced over the short back of the Icelandic horse.

 * E-Champ is available in size 16”,16.5”,17”,17.5” and 18” 
(18” needs to be specially ordered).
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Newly developed extra wide and 

anatomically fitted saddle pads 

that protects the horses back in 

the best possible way.

Equtic´s 3 layer latex 

filling in the saddle pads 

gives an “air pillow” effect 

inside the pads for the op-

timal shock absorbing and 

distribution of weight over 

the horses back.

Equitec´s  E-Innoflex

Price 1.899,- € 
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Price 1.899,- €

E-innoflex saddle tree with 

an exchange system so the 

rider can choose between 7 

different widths so the tree 

fits their horse. 

This saddle is a single flap 

that gives the rider a close 

contact feeling.
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The E-Fit saddle is handmade in great 
quality out of oiled German high quality 
calf leather, beautiful saddle that lasts for 
many years.

E-Fit has a medium deep seat that gives the rider perfect 
support and position in the saddle. 

The E-Fit saddle is built around Equitec´s E-innoflex 
saddle tree, a saddle tree specially made for the Icelandic 
horse and tested for many years. E-innoflex is a polymid 
flexitree with synthetic fibres and specially developed 
feather steel that gives the tree a strong and flexible core 
that shapes it self perfectly around the horses back. The 
tree is short so the saddle has a contact area that is only 44 
cm long for a 17” seat. This short contact area is essential 
for the short backs of the Icelandic horse.

The E-innolfex tree is made with an exchange system, so 
you can change the width of the saddle tree around the 
shoulders, there are 7 different widths (24-30) so you can 
always find the right with for your horse.

The E-Fit has newly developed anatomic saddle pads that 
are made extra wide, with round smooth edges and free 
space for the shoulders. The new saddle pads are develo-
ped so the pads are free of bad pressure points that many 
horses suffer from.

Our new saddle pads distribute the riders weight evenly 
over the horses back.

Spesifications for the Equitec E-Fit saddle:
 * Newly developed extra wide and anatomically fitted 

saddle pads that protect the horses back in the best 
possible way.

 * Equtic´s 3 layer latex filling in the saddle pads give an 
“air pillow” effect inside the pads for the optimal shock 
absorbing and distribution of weight over the horses 
back.

 * Newly developed medium deep seat gives the correct 
position for the rider with optimal support.

 * The kneepads are made in soft latex to ensure the com-
fort and perfect support for the knees.

 * Oiled German high quality calf leather, gives a durable 
saddle with great look.

 * This saddle is a single flap that gives the rider a close 
contact feeling.

 * E-innoflex saddle tree with an exchange system so the 
rider can choose between 7 different widths so the tree 
fits their horse. 

 * Extra latex filling in the seat, kneepads and saddle flap 
for the optimal comfort for the rider.

 * Short contact area (44 cm for 17”) so the saddle is 
perfectly balanced over the short back of the Icelandic 
horse.

 * E-Fit is available in size 16”,16.5”,17”,17.5” and 18” (18” 
needs to be specially ordered).



Contact us

E-mail: info@equitec.dk  - Phone: (+ 45) 28 97 15 75 - Web: equitec.dk 


